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A Stamp That Never Was 
Sven Ahman ( #936) 

What is wrong with thisi picture? 
Only that i t; shows a stamp that was never issued. 

No.! 

In the long hisitory of Norway's posthorn-type stamps1, which reaches back 
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all the way to Nl7Q. and is not over yet, there has never been a 6 ~re value. 
Yet there it is, in my Norway album. 

I found the stamp shortly before visiting Norway last Christmas. I brought 
it along and went to the Postmruseum in Oslo, in the hope of clearing up the 
mystecy. I can't quite make up my mind whether to consider it a disappoint
ment or a triumph that they knew nothing about it there. It is a nice feeling 
for a collector to diseover something new and unknown. But it is frustrating 
not to be able to find out what it really is. 

My stamp, if it can be so called, is on gummed paper without watermark. 
It is perforated 141hx131h like the regulsr SJans-serif, shaded posthorn issue. 
One must assume that it is a proof or ess,ay, made from the die of the 6 jiSre 
postcard. ln this the museum agreed with me. But they had no reeord of 
such a proof ever having been made. They helped me establish that the die 
used in printing the stamp is the one found on the 1881 iSISille of the 6 jiSre post
caTd, with the large figure "6" thicker than in the first, 18'7;6-7'7 version. 

If this expe·rimenrtal proof indicates an intention, later abandoned, to issue 
a 6 jiSre stamp, this must have ibeen in the :ffirst few years of the H~80's. It 
cannot have been before 188-0 or J.'&81, sinc0 the "6" is of the type that replaced 
the eair1ier, thinner version. And it cannot have been after 18812, since the 
origiml die was then re-engraved! to unshaded posthorn (er. Carl H. Weren
skiold's article in THE POSTHORN, Oct0ber 1004). 

A decade later, there seems to have been a plan for a 6 i<Jre stamp, agai:1 
abandoned. The PoSJtmuseum in Oslo has a sheet with proofSI in black of a 
dozen values -0f the posthorn type with "NORGE" in Roman letters. The ex 
hibit has a notation that these were made in 18'93 after re-engraving of the 
old 1~6 sans-serif dies by the printer Trondsen. These proofs are of all the 
values from 1 k '60 jiSre which exist in sans-serif type, plus the 6 jiSre. 

I can find no mention of a 6 ~e pro.of in the new Norway handbook. When 
I showed my find at the January meeting of the New York Chapter of the 
Scandinavian Collectors Club, none of the N-0rway speciali&ts present knew 
anything about it. And the audience included Mr. Weirenskiold, wh-0 has en
couraged me to submit my "discovery" to the readers of THE POSTHORN. 

What would have been the franking purpose, if plansi for a 6 S}re stamp 
had been carried out ? As far as I can make out, the only end it could have 
served would have been that of supplying a single stamp to cover double po&t
age for printed matter. 

CORRECTION 

The following correcti-0n should be made on page 54 of the October issue: 
caneel F1ig. 3, and: change Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 to F~g. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. 

COMPEX "65" 

As the newly elected president of the Chicago Chapter, I am happy to 
invite the membership of S. C. C. to our Chicago Compex 19'65. The arrange
ments will be largely as last year. The exhibits will be on the mezzanine 
floor of the Hotel LaSalle and the dates are May 28, 29, 30. The Chapter as 
usual will have its hospitality suite, and we have the usual plans for a coff~e 
klotch and eocktail party to go with our regional S. C. C. meeting. We are 
sending out our entry blanks with this issue of the Posthorn, and we hope you 
will return them as' promptly as pos,sible as we may be short of frames. 
There will be more details in the next issue of the Posthorn. 

Stanley Hansen, Pres. Chicago Chapter 
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Some Interesting Notes on Finnish Stamps 
By Stanley Pollard 
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Much has been written about the stamps of this smaU country, a good 
pereentage in English, some in Swedj.sh, some in German and the larger per
centage in Finnish, the native tongue, as would be expected. Since the major
ity of the readers of this article, are perhaps only fluent in the English Lang
uage, it is for them, that I have attempted to gather together a few items from 
val1i-0us soU1rces, as well as from my own collecting experiences, so as to enable 
the "Finnish Stamp" Collector, to further enjoy his collection, and to help 
enlighten him or ·her in some of the pro•blems, which no douJbt, they have en
countered. 

Taking it for granted that most collectors use either Scotts or Gibbons 
catalogue, I think it is safe to say that there are few collectors who are fa
miliar with the Finnish Specialized Catalogue by Parmi, and owing to the fact 
that it is entirely in the Finnish language, it is perhaps beyond the understand
ing of the average collector. 

Let it be understood ruow, that I am not attempting to translate Parmis 
catalogue or to give a complete detailed description of every variety of Finnish 
stamps, but only to touch on those issues that I feel have been neglected or con
fused in the Scott's catalogue. 

A' fully detailed description of all varieties of Finnish stamps would require 
several books and would be of little interest to the average collector, since he 
w.ould never be able to complete them anyway, unles•s he was a millionaire, and 
had access to an unlimited supply of material to examine. But theTe are many 
interesting varieties that are within the reach of the average collector, and sev
eral printing varieties that Scott fails to list, or lists very sketchily, not giving 
the collectors sufficient information to fully distinguish the stamp. 

The stamps of Finland, from a Specialists view, abound in plate and print
ing errors, perforation varieties and a multitude of gum and paper types. Just 
a word here on gum and paper. The early issues can be found in dark gum, 
and light or white gum, while the war i&iue·s of HM2 often used an invisilile 
gum made from a vegetaible compound. It was used primarily as an experi
ment, to stop the sheets of stamps from sticking together due to exceSiSive 
heat, and to stop curling of sheets.. It stopped the sheets from curling and it 
kept them from sticking together, in fact it kept them from sticking, period. 
It had no lasting power, and stamps often became loosie, and fell off. In 
checking through several kilos of bulk dispat ch cards, I found that on bending 
the piece of dispatch card, if the stamp had invisible gum, it would invariably 
separate from the card, but those with regular gum, white or yellow, had to be 
soaked off. 

Paper used in the printing of Finnish stamps varies from thin "card board" 
to very thin pelure (M. I. military issue). The extremes of these paper var
ieties are worth watching for, and not hard to find. Types of paper range 
from hard smooth, to soft porous, and even oily types are to be found in 187·5 
is<sues. By oiJ.y, I mean the paper ha& a sort of oily appearance, a thick 
transparency. 

Another variety to look for, that can't be pinned down to any one is&ue, is 
that in which the top or bottom of the F.tamp shows traces of the marginal 
water mark, dus to faulty placing of the stamp plate when printing. I know 
of no record of the various issue& in which this can be found, but I've seen 
instances of it from 1917 to 1955. This like its cousin variety, the "Rough 
perforation," may turn up in any issue that has a marginal water mark. In
cideilltly while we're on the subject of marginal water ma11k&, it might be just 
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as well to mention that although in the normal course of issues, the value 
marked on the sheet in the marginal water mark, corresponded to the value 
of the stamp printed on that sheet, there are instances where this didn't 
apply. I had 2 half sheets of the 215 marks orange and red of 1924, one of 
which showed a marginal water mark of ZO penni, the other 2 marks. I have 
seen many other instances as well. 

So much for generalities1. I intend to start with the issues of 1875 and 
follow the issues chronologically, mentioning such items as I think might prove 
of interest to ether collectors" The earlier isS'Ues being expensive and hard to 
come 1by, I will leave out, unless there is sufficient demand from fellow col
lectors. If I am requested to cover these issues, at the end of thi,s article, 1 
will do so. 

The issues of 1'875. 
Varieties of shades are very numerous, especially in the green, blue and 

red issues. The S penni green varies from pale moss green to a very dark 
deep green. The 20 penni blue varies from a pale milky blue, to bright blue, 
with tinges of greeni,sh blue and even violet. The '5 penni orange and the 25 
and 82 penni carmine, also have extremes. The 2 penni grey and the 10 
penni brown, as well as the 1 mark violet or lilac are more conservative. 

This isS'Ue has all values with rough perl. and several with mixed perf., 
r()ug.h and normal. Due to the large number of 20 penni printed the late issues 
show plate deterioration, and examples can be found with p-0rtions of the border 
or corners m1ssmg. No real outstanding plate errors occur in this issue, b11t 
quite a few minor ones due to over inking, causing the desiign to run together, 
or from breaks in the design of the plate. The most outstanding of these is the 
break in the inner ring, surrounding the lower left hand numeral of value, on 
the 25 pennia which appears a·s an extra, faint line, just above the "25." 

There are numerous varieties of paper, and much variation in the sfae 
of individual stamps1, giving rise to stamps, with the perforation cutting into 
the design on one or all 4 sides, or showing extra wide margins one or all 4 
sides. I have seen stamps with a quarter inch between the design and tha 
perforation, and others where the perforation severed the numerals of value. 
These extremes are not common, but extra small and extra large stamps are 
common. 

The issues of 1881. 
Six values of the 18~5 is,sue were printed in the same colors from the same 

plate. The main differences being that the '5 and 25 pennia were now printed 
with analine inks, and the entire issue perforated 12·% instead of 11. 'Practic
ally the same varieties can be found as though in the rn75 isS'Ue, with the addi
tion of compound perfs. llx121h, 121hxll and other combinatioru due to sheets 
being partially perforated in one gauge, and lat er being finished with the other 
gauge. The 2 pen value is, the only value of the six, that is not found with 
compound perf. The 5 pen is known llx!21h, 12lh x11 and llx llx llx121h . 
The 25 pen llxl 21h , 121hxll, the 20 pen the same with the addition of 121hx 
llx121hx12%, while the 1 mark is only known llx12 1h . Other variations than 
these, are considered to he forgeries . There are double perfs. in many values. 

The one oddity or variety to look for is the 1 mark, with re-engraved 
numerals of value. These re-engraved "l's" are somewhat sHmmer than the 
original numerals, and quite easily seen with the naked eye, especially when 
viewed side iby side with the normal issue. There is a good example of thi.n 
paper found in the 2-0 pen. 'SO thin that the design shows through to the back. 

The issues of 1885. 
Nothing unusual in this issue, color variations, perf. varieties, paper var

ieties. A multitude of minor plate errors-, and variations a s to size of stam') 
as before. The 5 pennia s'hows a good variety, where the lower left numeral 
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" 15" has the bottom half m1ssrng. The 10 pennia shows several varieties such 
as ·broken "0" in the numeral "10", extension of the letter "p' in pennia and a 
crack in the plate cutting through th word 'pennia', but ihe most unusual i3. 
the re-entry of the word "Finland." S.ome good examples almost showing tbe 
word, doubled exist. The well lmown "Pennia" for the word "pennia" exist3 
on the 25 pennia blue, and the blotted "S" in the word "Suomi," is quite com
mon on the 20 pennia yellow orange. 

An example of ·a mis1sing color shows up on the 1 mark grey and red. I 
have seen .5 examples of this oddity, where the red cenJter is missing. I owne.d 
4 of them myself, and had them under the spectroscope, lbut no trace of color 
could lbe seen. I had others that were very pale, but these 4 were without a 
trace of color. Whether the ink had been removed or not, I couldn't say, 'but 
the grey color was clear and undamaged. 

The issues of 1889-9'2. 
We've dealt with normal perforations., compound perforation, and rough or 

dull perforations. Now we come to siharp perforation. When the needles of 
the perforation machine became dull in 1819'1 they produced very ragged or 
roug.h perforations, and in 1'8915 they were replaced with oversize needles that 
cut away so much of the material of the ·stamp that the perforations were 
very sharp due to the large holes·. All values of this issue are known wi•.:ii 
normal, rough and sharp perforation, e~cept the 10 marks' which is not knowa 
in sharp perforation. 'Compounds of all siorts, of these perforations are known 
and quite common. A variety of shades and stamp sdzes are to be found, as 
well as plate varieties, the rarest one being the "F" in Finland missing, which 
appears on the 2 pennia, No. 69 of the 100. 

The issue of 1&91. (Russioo stamps with circles and dots· added, to make 
them usable in Finland.) 

There is very little variety in this set, a few shades and several vali1es 
printed on what appears to be yellow-toned paper. 

i won't draw too much attention to the color error of the 3% rouble, as I 
feel it is too high price for the average collector, as are the imperforate pairs 
and tete-'beches of the 4 previous1 issues. I wish only to draw attention to 
varieties that the average collector ha·s a chance of find'ing. 

The issue of 11895. 
Four values of the 1889 issue were re-isooed and perforated 14x13. The 

10 pennia has a very good plate error in w.hich the "L" of "Finland" appears 
as an "I", the bottom leg missing from the "L". Shades abound, and there 
are sieveral minor plate errors on most of the 4 issues. 

The iSSJue of 1'901. 
The emergency printing of the 5 pen. olive green, gives most coilectors 

trouble, in fact the next 2 issues are a headache to the average collector. 
Since both the sets have the same design, values, and color, it is no wonder 
there is confusion. It is1 not the intenti<J,1 here to give the differences between 
the two sets, but to try and get the reader to be able to recognize the 15 pen. 
emergency iissue. When the plates for the new stamps were made it was in
tended that the set be printed on chalky surfaced paper lby lithography, lbut a 
shortage of 5 pennia stamps caused the plate to be used prematurely and 
these ·stamps were typographed, sio you have the only value on white wove 
unwatermarked paper typographed from the lithographed plates. To better 
understand this, two things musit be kept in mind. Firstly, all lithographed 
stamps can be tested by means· of a silver coin. It will leave a mark on the 
lithographed stampsi when you r.ub the edge of the silver coin on them, but 
does not show on the emergency 5 pen. <ir the typographed issue of 1906. 
Secondly, there is a slight difference in the background network of the two 
printings. Both printings show a network of upright diamond or lozenge 
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shaped squares formed by a series of heavy and light dots. A single heavy 
d<>t forms the apex <>f the diamond, at top and at •bottom. Two heavy dots 
fol'Ill the side angles, one above the other placed in the middle and to each side 
of the 2 apex dots, thus 

• • • •••• 
These ·6 dots are then joined by means <>f light lines or dots 4 in number. The 
top apex of each diamond then has an additi<>nal single dot under the heavy 
top one. This constitutes one unit of the network. The others are formed 
in like manner around it thusly 

• • I•,, ... , 
f I I I 

• I I .,,,.,,/. 
• 0 

Thi·s basic design is the same in both the lithographed and the typographed 
sets, but the lithographed set has an additional line of small dots cutting thes~ 
diamonds vertkally through the center. Now you should be able to recognize 
any of the 15 pen. stamps. 

The emergency issue 5 pen. is only knowll! perf. 141A.x14%.. 
The lithographed set is only known perforated 141A.x14%. except for the 

private perforated 10 and 20 pen. 111h. 
The typographed set is known both 14x14 and 141A.xl4% as follows: 
2 pen. 141A.x14%. only. 
15 pen. both perfs. 
10 pen. iboth perfs .. 
20 pen. both perfs. 
1 maTk 141A.:xi14% only. 
Only the 5 pen. lithographed has a variety worth looking for. At some 

time during the printing, one of the plates !became damaged, and the "ball" of 
the numeral "5" was1 broken off, s·o the nume~al was re-engraved, but without 
the ball, so the "5" is plain, and easily recognized when seen. 

The inverted baickground on the 10 pen. of the typographed series is ex
plained in an article of mine in the Post Horn. 

In 1908 the 10 pen. and 20 pen. were reprinted by typography from new 
plates, by the firm of Lilluisi and Hert~borg of Heh~ingfors. These are reaidily 
recognized by the blunt and dull arrow heads., on the thunderbolts that cross 
the posthorns under the double headed eagle in the center motif. 

A word mi.ght be said he·re about the 10 marks. It is typographed, and 
can be found on white wove unwatermaTked paper, and on yellow wove unwa
tennarked paper, except that 10 stamps show the marginal watermark. 

The issue of 1911. 
Here again the perforation may confuse the average collector. 

2 pen. 14x14 only. 
5 pen. 14x14 and 14x14%,. 
10 pen. (plates 1 and 3) both perfs. 
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10 pen. plate 2 14x14 only. 
2-0 pen. both perfs. 
4-0 pen. 14x14 common, 1414x141%, very rare. 
This iS1sue is knoWill with both dark (yellow) and light (white) gum. Shades 

are plentiful, also minor plate errors, the be.st being the "REN" for "PEN" in 
the 10 pennia, plate II. There are examples of all values on yellow toned 
paper. 

'The Republic Issues 
1917 iSISUeS. 
The 40 pennia violet can be found perf. 1414x14%,, the only value so perfed. 
The mark values, 1, 5 and 1'0, show an interesting plate flaw and quite 

elusive. The center toe of the Ii.m's foot that resits on the end of the scabbard, 
is u:nicolored, and appears as a bump on the scabbard. 

1918 Wasa issue. 
Outside of the ,usual shades and plate errors that all issues show, the only 

unuS1Ual item is the 10 pen. which can be found on yellow paper, as well as white 
wove. 

iern regular issue, change of color. 
One thing to rememlber, is that many of these valllles are printed from 

the same plates, from year to year and plate errors found on one value can be 
found on the same value at a later date, and in different color. Thus the 25 
.pen. of 1911'7 which was blue, had a plate error, where the top left corner of 
the letter "M" in Suomi was extended. This also appears in the 25 pen. brown 
of the 1'919 issue, and so on for all values that appear in both issues. This 
occurs thToughout all issues of Finland. If at a later date, a stamp fails to 
shaw the common error it is because it has :been repaired or a new plate made. 
Take the 5-0 pen. for instance. In 19'17 it was brown, and has 2 error·s in the 
100 plate sheet. One ii] which the rose at the back of the lion is joined to the 
lion's flank, and one in which the rose above the scabbard is joined to the 
scabbard. In 1919 the '50 pen. was blue, same 2 errors, rn2'5-27 it was green 
and watermarkPd mu1tiple &Wa·stikas, same 2 errors, 1928 still green but water
marked posit horns, same 2 errors, and finally in 1'92'9 it was re-i1!sued in green, 
unwatermarked, same 2 errors. 

The only item of interest in the 191'9 series, is the .50 pen. blue perforate,'! 
1~14x14%,, very scarce and only known used. 

The provisional iS1Sue of 1'9'21. 
Due to inflation and changes in postal rates, 4 values of the 1'9U~ iSSlue 

were overprinted. The item to watch for is the varieties of the 11h mark over
printed on the 50 pen. blue. 

It is listed in most catalogues as a tl:in "2" in 1h, but I've looked at many 
collections, and invariably the collector has put iIJJ a copy of the "Ball of 2 
mdssing" variety in&tead of the thin ,.2,,. It is easy to confuse them, for the 
"mis1ling ball" variety looks thin, but the genuine thin "2' is merely the reg
ular "2" with a thin back curve thus: 

2 2 2 
~A,. ~-r/<; A · .:z I 

~ 
The issue of 1921. 
Change of color, new values added, but same errors, shades, etc. The 3 
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marks, a new value, has an interesting plate e1Tor, where the "S" of Suomi 
ha·s a line throug.h it like a dollar sign. So far am issues except for the few 
I've mentioned are perforated 14x14 but in the following issues we again meet 
up with 141;4x14%.. 

Issue of 1925-27. Watermarked multiple swastika. Range of perforation 
14x14, 14%x14%.. 

10 pen. 14%x.14%. only. 
20 pen. 14x14 only 
25 pen. 14x14 only 
30 pen. both perfs. 
40 pen. plate 1, plate 2 ·both perfs. 
50 pen. \both perfs. 
60 pen. 14x14 only 
1 mark both perfs. 
1 % mark both perfs. 
2 mark . both perfs. 
3 mark 14x14 only. 
5 mark both perfs. 
10 mark 14x14 only. 
25 mark 14%x14%. on1y. 
The plate I and II of the 40 pen. may be recognized by the zero cipher. 

In plate I the center of the cipher is hea.vy and quite distinict, but in plate II 
the center is very thin, and almost indistinct. 

In all values but the 25 marks, the copieSJ with inverted watermark demanr! 
a premium. In the 26 marks the scarce copy is the one with the normal water
mark. 

I•ssue of 19Z7~29, posit horn watermark. 
Here again both perforations· are represented. 
20 pennia 14%x14 %. only. 
40 pennia 14%x14%, only. 
50 pennia 14%x14%, only. 
1 mark both perforations, 14x14, 1414x14%, . 
1 % mark both perforations, 14x14, 14%x14%.. 
2 mark 14%x14%. only. 
3 mark both perforations, but 14x14 quite scarce. 
5 mark 14%x14%. but 2 plates exist. 
10 mark 14%x14%. only. 
25 mark 141,.ix14%. only. 
The sec-0nd plate of the 5 marks· is really a new re-engraved lion. The 

outside design and mane are real clear and sharp cut. The body of the lion 
sh<>ws a minimum of shading, and the lion appears to stand out more clearly. 
There is nothing outstanding in this issue, just shades, usual plate err-0rs, and 
the 1 mark imperforate. 

Issue of 19>29. 
Printed on white wove unwatermarked paper, the designs of 1'917-28, may 

cause some confusfon to the 'beginner. In this list is Scott's #109, 10 marks 
light brown and black. Most coL!ections I've seen have this stamp confuse:l 
with Scott's 108. The color alone won't designate it, for the 1929 10 marks is 
printed from the new re-engraved plate, t.he same as plate II of the 5 marks1 
watermarked post horn, and it is• perforated 14%x14%, not 14x14 as #108. 

The perforation set-up of this issue is as follows .. 
2{) pennia reddish brown 141,.ixl4%. only. 
40 pennia green, 14x14, 14%x14%. 
50 pennia olive green, 141..ix14 %, only. 
1 mark orange, 14x14 only. 
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11h marks blue green and lilac, 14x14, 14%xl4%.. 
2 mal1ks ultramarine, 14~x14%, printed on re-eng.raved plate. 
10 marks light brown and black, 14~x14% , printed on re-engraved plate. 
The 2 plates of the issue of 193'2, the ·50 pennia overprinted on 40 pennia 

green. 1.25 marks overprinted -0n .SO pen. yellow. 
When I first started collecting Finland. some 30 years ago, I was told that 

the thick bars were plate I the thin bars plate IL I believed this for year~:;, 
and then finally I found out the real difference. 

In plate I, the ends of the 2 bars extend past the period for a distance of 
2 mm. 

In 1941 two sets of 6 stamps of 6 values each were printed, commemorat
ing the two most noted men in Finland at that time, the president gytio Rysti, 
and the Field Marshall Mannerheim. The stamps were the usual commemor
ative size and due to the shortage of regular stamp paper these two issues 
were printed on pape·r regularly used for revenue s·tamps, and watermarked 
heraldic roses. Now the Finnish revenues are approximately half the size of 
the ordinary commemorative stamp, and these heraldic roses were spaced on 
the paper 1~ mm. apart, s·o as to place a rose on each revenue stamp. 

Since Finnish stampsi are printed in panes of 100 with 4 panes to a cliche, 
it would require 4 sets of 100 heraldic roses to form a cliche, each group of 
100 being separated from its pardner group, by a margin 25 mm. wide. Now 
picture the cliche, of 400 S!ubjects divided horizontally and vertically by a plaiYJ 
unwatermarked margin 25 mm. wide. 

When this paper was used for the larger format stamps, each stamp ex
tended over 2 heratdic roses·. Thus \5 rows of stamps filled the sheet length
wise, and the 6th row covered the margin where the roses were 25 mm. apart. 
In this way every sheet of 100 stamps has 10 stamps with the wide (2·5 mm.) 
watermark. Watch for this variety, and since these heraldic roses had only fi 
petals, the watermark may be found "inverted," with both sipacings. 

The 00 marks of 1~42 depicting the Hammusilta Bridge at Tampere, come 
in printings. The first printings from plates 49'8, 66·8, W& was lilac brown 
and is hard to find now. The second printing is more brownish grey and appears 
.hazier, especially the sky. The balaJ11ce of the issue was· printed in this shade, 
except for one plate #905 which appeared in a reddish-brown, and is very elus
ive. Even the paper appears reddish. 

There are just the regular plate errors, shades, marginal watermark and 
perf'Orati-On varieties to look for in most of the current is!Sues. The yellow, 
clear and invisi1ble gums can often be found on the same issues. Several values 
are to be found on very thin paper. 

In 1948, three values of the 194'7 T.B. set were overprinted, with a change 
in value. The 24 mks.+6 marks on the 20 mks.+5 marks appears in two 
platesi, or rather, 2 types· of overprint. The overprint was set up in bl-Ocks of 
4 and when it was made, one stamp in the 4 had a variety. In the normal 
overprint the bars below the letters MK. extended to both sides of the MK. an 
equal distance, but in the 1 example out of the 4, the letters MK were placed 
ab-Ove the bars so that the fr-0nt of the le'tter M, was< even with the end of the 
top or longest bar. 
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In the military issues, or field po&t stamps, the smaU format of the green 
and violet stamps have an odd arrangement in their printing. Why, I don't 
know, but the spacing of the stamps varied, some were spaced 3 mm. apart, 
while others were spaced 4 mm. apart. You are a:ble to find this variation in 
spacing, both vertie.ally and horizontally, thus there are 4 varieties of blocks, 
those spaced 3 mm. vertically and horizontally, those spaced 4 mm. vertically 
and horizontaily, those s·paced 3 mm. vertically and 4· mm. horizontally, and 
those spaced 4 mm. vertically and 3 mm. horizontally. What with all the var· 
ieties of paper than can be found ranging from thick white, to almost thin 
transparent, one cian have a ball with this issue. 

Although not normally listed with Finland, the Ita Karja1a overprints of 
Karelia, must be considered as issues• of Finland. In the 1942 overprinted is:m~ 
of Ryti and Mannerheim the appears 2 types of overprint. Once again, i'l 
every block of 4 will be found the word "KARJALA" with the top of the "R" 
rounded, or broken away. It is quite distinct, and easily seen, although it took 
me over two years to complete the issue in the normal "R" and the rounded 
'~R," mint and used. 

This concludes• my notes on Finland. If they have been of some value to 
Finnish .collectors I am more than satisfied. I know that when I started col
lecting, these notes would have heen very welcome, for at that time I was 11ot 
familiar with any of the specialized catalogues of Finland. 

Norwegian Railway and Steamship Parcel Stamps 
by Frederick A. Brofos 

The above-named lbooklet will be mailed to you with this Posithorn. A few 
corrections should be made as foJ.1-0Ws·: on page 17, line 3 (3rd par.): H0L
ANDSBANENS; page 28, line 6 from bottom: S. 15 S!Sre black on green; page 
33, line 7 from bottom: 4. 25 S!Sre black on light violet paper; page 3:6, line 1: 
1886; page 39, line 15 :Drom bottom: 1'927. SimiJ.ar to prev'ious issue; page 39, 
line 10 from bottom: 1927 to ? Same as previous issue, except now perf. 111h. 
The first print;ng was done by Halvorsen & Larsen in emerald green on thin 
smooth-surfaced wove paper in s.heets of HJO stamps. Other color shades (green, 
b1ue-green) occur in later printings made on smooth ibut thicker paper. They 
are said to have been printed by Norges Bank in sheets of 50 stamps; page -i2, 
Jin~ 6 from bottom: The green-colored stamps of the Nol'Wegian State Rail
roads may also be found with cancellations of the various private and munici
pal bus companies. These companies were allowed· to sell, use and cancel them 
on lbiHs .of lading together with their own stamps, when parcels were carried 
both by bus and railroad. A few bus companies us:e special type meters ·it 
certain larger offices instead of their own stamps. 

Norwegian collectors are awakening to interest in their long-neglected 
railroad stamps and an article aibout the issues of the Rjukan Railroad appears 
in the January issue of the progressive "Frimerke Kontakt," an avant-garde 
philatelic journal now celebrating its 10th anniversary. The dynamic editor, 
Mr. A. Bye reports another value in the old "soap-bubble" pattern. This should 
be added on page 20 of our booklet as: 4. 5 ¢re black and pale green. (The 
other stamps should lbe renumbered i5 to 8.) 

Finally, I should perhaps mention that the cancellation pictures are fro2n 
tracings I have painstakingly made. I beJ.ieve them to be s.ufficient for a gen
eral identification. 
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Chapter News 
The Chicago Chapter had its election of officers for l!t65 and here they are: 
Stanley Hansen, President; Harvey Gudmannson, Vice President; J. Mor

ris Backer, Secretary and Treasurer. 
It's a pleasure· to see a new gang taking over because the old war horses 

in that chapter sure dese.rve a rest. 

KOPLOWITZ NAMED PREXY OF SCANDINAVIAN CLUB 

Elections at the Soandinavian Collectors Club, New York Chapter result~i 
in the following officers for 11165: President and publicity, George B. Koplo
witz; Vice president, Peter Lee; Secretary, C. Booman; Treasurer, L. W. Hin
richsen; and Librarian, E. KjelJJing. 

The chapter meets at 7:3·0 p.m. the second Wednesday of each month at 
the Norwegian Seamans House, 62 Hanson Place, Brooklyn, New York. 

All collectors iruterested in Scandinavian philately are cordially invited t :J 
attend our meetings. For further information about the chapter please contact 
George B. Koplowitz, fi.1 Stratford Rd., Brookliyn 18, N. Y. 

NORTH NEW JERSEY CHAPTER 

From Reidar Norby we received the following report of the first organizing· 
meeting of the North New Jersey ch'apter. 

We had our first annual business meeting recently, with 15 memlber at
tending. Our membership list now includes 22 collectors, with another 2 in 
process of applying for membership. 

The items handled were: 
(1) Deciding and arranging for the club's charter, and the naming of as 

many as 1'9 charter members. 
'(2) The proposed By-Laws were accepted with only s•ome minor change'!. 
(3) The election of permanent officers-in accordance with the new By

Laws--1br-O'llght these results: #"'18'5 R. Norby, President (2 year term); #102'} 
Eric Soderlind, Vice-President (1 year term); #1022 Bradley Arch, Secretary 
(2 year term); #10215 Gerald Engstrom, TreaS'Urer (1 year term); #84•5 Thomas 
Cullen, Program Chairman (2 year term). In addition #822 Robert Helm wa~ 
appointed Librarian. 

(4) The status and future policy of our monthly-SCANDINAVIAN 
SCRIBE-was discussed in detail. It was noted that we have received most 
favoralble comments from very many quarters, and inquiries for subscriptions 
from far-away places· (the latest from Florida). 

(5) The proposed plan of "Complete Smithsonian's Scandinavia" was out
lined and discussed in detail. The plan was enthusiastically received and 
wholeheartedly supported. 

(S) Several internal dub affairs were discussed and dispos·ed of, among 
them the admitting to membership of 4 collectors, plus another 2 non-resident 
members.. 

('7) The business meeting was closc.d, and everybody agreed that we ar·• 
in good shape and off to a good start. Swapping and browsing session fol
lowed with everybody creating a lot of activity. A good meeting! 

(8) For our next meeting-February 18-'Robert Helm (822) will give a 
talk on and present his Iceland cancels. 
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TREASURER'S REPORT 
For Calendar Year 1004 

RIDCEIPTS 
Membershi'P Dues - Received 
POSTHORN - Extra Copy Sales at 50c 
POSTHORN - Paid Advertisements 

$1,167.20 
34.00 
35.00 

$1,236.20 
EXPENSES 

Publications: 
January W64 POST HORN (16 Pages) 
April 1964 POST HORN (20 Pages') 
Ju1y 1!)64 POST HORN (16 Pages) 
Oetober 19£14 POST HORN (20 Pages) 

General Office Expense, Printing and 
Membership Expenses - General 

Gross Profit for 1964 

NET WORTH, as of January 1, W65: 

Printing 
$ 87.00 

138.-00 
94!50 

133.75 
$453.25 

Postage 

Mailing 
82.17 
24.42 
28.33, 
40.07 

174.99 
203.14 

30.00 

'.Balance, FIRST NATIONAL BANK, Chicago, Ill. 60600 
Balance, EMIGRANT INDUS'.DRIAL SVGS. BANK 

New York, N. Y. 1001'7 

Respectfully submitted, 

$1,236.20 

628.24 

233.H 

$ 861.38 

374.82 

$1,03'5.16 
1,197.67 

$2,232.S.3 

Approved and audited: 
R. P. Stevens 

January 28, 1005 

J. W. Nyboe, Treasurer 
January Ui, 1005 

.MEMBERSHIP REPORT 
As of December 31, 1964 

ACTIVE & ASSOCIATE MEMBERS (of whom 2'5 have not paid '64 dues) 398 
HONORARY MEMBERS -------------------------------------------- 6 
LIFE MEMBERS --------------------------------------------------- 16 

Total Members,hip 420 

S. C. C. OFFICERS for 1965 
Robert P. Stevens, Chicago, Ill. --------- --------- ------- President 
Ralph E. Danielson, Oak Park, Ill. -·---------------- Vice-President 
Walter E. Doepp, Chicago, Ill. ------------------------- Secretary 
Jens W. Nyboe, Chicago, Ill. ---------------------------- TreaSIUI'er 
Ralph E. Danielson, Oak Park, Ill. ---------- Editor of POST HORN 

Board of Governors 
Svend Yort, Chevy Chase, Md. ------------------ Term Expires 1966 
Roger A. Swanson, Chicago, Ill. --- ------ ------- Term Expires 1007 
Willard S. Johnson, Hopkins, Minn. -------------- Term Expires 1968 

ERROR 
Nels Otterson of Detroit, Michigan, S. C. C. #21'6, a long time member of 

our club, was inadvertently marked dropped for nonpayment of dues in Hl62 
in the last Posthorn. This was an error we are happy to correct. Mr. Otter
son is a member in good standing in every respect. 
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The January Business Meeting of the S. C. C. 
The officers and board of directors -0f the S. C. C. met Thursday, January 

28th, 19615, in the H-0tel LaSalle, Chicag-0. President Jacobson called the meet
ing to order at 6:30 p.m. and in the next hour a whole series of problems were 
disposed of. 

Mr. Nyboe handed in his d;ily auditfd financial and membership repori:; 
which was unanimously accepted. The S. C. C. is financially solvent and in a 
healthy growing condition membe,rship wise. 

An application for Chapter status by a newly formed group in North New 
Jersey was passed on, and the group welc-0med into the S. C. C. Twenty-five 
dollars was alloted them to diJfray their initial expens·es. 

An honorary membership in the S. C. C. was voted for Mr. Carl Werena
kiold in view of his long service to our ciub and to Scandinavian philately. 

The electi-0n results were read and to nobody's surprise the official slate 
was elected. 

Dr. Jacobson, S. C. C. president for two years, handed his gavel over to 
the new president, R-0bert P. Stevens, thanking his board and fellow officeni 
for their cooperation in those years. The progress of the club has been stead1, 
though not spectacular, and all signs he felt boded good for our future. 

The New President's Remarks 
This current issue -0f the POSTHORN with our annual financial report by 

the Treasurer, Jens W. Nyboe tells the S. 'C. C. story better than I would by 
indicating our strength in membership (43 new members in 1!}64) backed up 
by a solvency which your directors deem necessary to maintain a high quali".v 
of service to our membership through the pages of the POSTHORN. This 
past year our issues· had 16 or 20 pages each-a net gain of 4 pages per issue 
within the past two years. We also have opened our pages to members' ad
vertisements. 

We owe a great deal of thanks and appreiciation to our Editor, Ralph E 
Danielson fur getting our society publication put together each quarter; now 
he will serve us also as national vice~president. His editorial chores are 
shared by our two most recent past-presidents, Dr. Earl G. Jacobsen and Roger 
A. Swanson; our thanks go to them f.or their loyalty, past and present. 

During the past year we broadcast our Society appeal to the Scandinavian 
speci'al'ty interest collecting persons through the columns of Linn's Weekly 
Stamp News on alternate weeks. 'Secretary · Walter E. Doepp will gladly send 
y-0u members·hip application blanks for your contacts up-0n request. 

Participating through local chapters in Exhibitions such as COMPEX at 
Chicago and SOJEX at Atlantic City, together with regional meetings of S. 
C. C. at these points has added extra ze.:;t to those involved; we suggest that 
in 1965 each member where possible mak'3 a special effort to attend one, and 
enlarge y-0ur circle of S. C. C. contacts, enjoying as well a most interesting 
experien'Ce. 

Your Officers and Board of Goveirnors are charged with the responsibility 
of directing the S. C. C.; to function efficiently and unselfishly they ne~·l 
your comments. 

Support the S C. C. by gettinq your friends to join 
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From the Editor's Desk 
The Posthorn is really in pretty fafr shape for the time !being at least. 

We · have several fine articles waiting for the next issue. 

We have several requests for iback numbers of our P.osthorn that are not 
available or sold out. 

Roger Swanson of 5952 W. Ri'ce St ., Chicago 51, Ill. is looking for Vol. 1 
#1, 3, 4; Vol. 2 #1, .S, 4; Vol. 2 #1, 2, 3 4. ; Vol. 4 #1; Vol. 5 #2, 4; Vol. 7, 1. 

Peter I Lee of 121315 Grand Concourse, Bronx, N. Y., wants Vol. 5 #4, 19148. 

We are ha,ppy to welcome Frederick Erofos of Warner New Hampshir~ 
back as assistant editor of the Posthorn. 

Had a nice letter from Carl Pelander, who said he has his good days and 
bad days, but generally he is doing all right. He enjoys his letters from the 
S. C. C. boys immensely. 

This Posthorn is a little late aiTiving this time, but some of the official 
business had to lbe in this issue. 

Gongratul'ations to "Whitey" Johnson, our new Minnesota director. Whitey, 
how about getting a chapter going among the Scandinavians in the Twin Cities~ 

S. C. C. NEW HONORARY MEMBER CARL E. WERENSKIOLD 

It is indeed with a great deal of pleasure that the S. C. C. thus honors 
Carl W erenskiold. The first honorary me:nbership in many a year could hardly 
go to a more deserving persion. A keen student of the stamps of Norway, u 
prolific writer and a hard working member in our club, he is not only a credit 
to us, but philately in general. We are sure the sincere congratulations from 
the editors will be echoed by the memlbrship at large. 

A short biography: 
OARL H. WERENSKIOLD (SCC •59). Born June 21, 1'891, in Portland, 

Maine. Moved to Norway 1898, where he received his schooling, including Oslo 
University, majoring in science (chemistry). Instructed in mathematics . t 
Danish high school Wll-115, and returned to USA in 191•6. Continued study •>f 
chemistry (Polytechnic and Pratt Institutes). Worked as chemist in various 
capacities (also translator of 7 language~) with General Chemical Co. (now a 
division of Allied Chemical Corp.) 1<!}16-<19'58. Now retired. 

B~ame interested in stamps about 1906 and accumulated a world collection 
of some 22,000 varieties. About 1!!40 he switched to the specialization of all 
phases of Norwegian philately, including locals, railroad stamps and revenue&. 

He has written about 30 articles, mostly on No11wegian philately, which 
have appeared in The Posthorn, Norsk Filatelistisk Tidsskrift, Frimerke-Kon
takt, and The American Philatelist, as well as local club magazines Pascack 
Post and Scandinavian Scribe, both in North Jersey. 

He is a member of Oslo Filatelistklulbb and The American Philatelic Con
gress, in addition to SOC since 1944. He served as SOC Vice-President in 195'9, 
and N. Y. Chapter President in 1960. 

In recognition of his- philatelic aehievements, he was made Knight of The 
Golden Posthorn by Oslo Filatelistklubb in 195'6, and Norsk Filatelistisk Tids
s·krift awarded him its Achievement Medal for 19517. 
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One Hundred Years of Philately 
Carl H. Werenskiold (59) 

The development of postal service can be traced back several thousan i 
years. In the fifteenth to eighteenth centuries, and the early part of the nine
teenth century, history records the existence of a number of postal organiza
tions serving the public in various countries. Of t hese, the Thurn and Taxis' 
posts were singularly well organized. In addition to occas.ional troubles in 
the nature of political interference, this postal system, and others like it, 
worked under the handicap of the cumbersome transportation of "horse an<l 
buggy days," and postal rates naturally had to be rather high. The frankin;. 
or payment for this transportation and delivery of postal matter, was subject 
to a complicate<l system of rates, and the bookkeeping and collection of fees, 
frequently from both sender and recipient, was particularly irksome. 

The question of simplifying and reducing the postal rates was repeatedly 
considered in England in the early part of the nineteenth century, and finally 
resulted in the so-called penny postage z.nd the use of both adhesive stamps 
and stamped enveopes in 1'840. This· great advance caused an enormous in
crease in the volume of mail, and naturally was also a matter of great public 
interest. Many began collecting these stamps and envelopes, and as other 
countries started is·suing stamps and the like, a certain amount of system couM 
gradually !be developed for the purpose of setting up suitable collections. Bv 
the time of the early eighteen-sixties, the collection, merchandising and study 
of postal objects had acquired such a magnitude, that printed publications began 
to appear, devoted to matters of interest to collectors. One of the earliest 
catalogs was that of Moens, in Bruss.els in 1<862. Later issues followed, the 
last one in 1~2 being a monumental work in 3 volumes, covering (I) postage 
and telegraph stamps, (II) envelopes, postcards, letter cards, formularies, and 
(III) revenue stamps, for all countries. He also published a monthly periodical 
"Le Timbre Poste" from 1863 to 1'900, and has often been referred to as the 
father of philately for his many-sided contributions to this hobby. 

The French appear to ha,ve 'been the first to engage in detailed studies and 
classification of stamps. Thus, the earliest French stamp collector magazine, 
Maury's "Le 'Collectionneur de Timbres-Poste," iSJSued monthly from July 1864, 
contains a remarkable wealth of detailed information and insight right from 
the start. In the December 18·64 issue we thus find an article by E. Regnard, 
listing no less than 2'3 types of information with which the collector shou!d 
be familiar, including classification details for stamps and envelopes, printing 
methods used, ty·pes of paper, whether imperforate or perforate, different type~ 
within the stamp sheet, color errors, recognition of reprints' and fakes, size 
differences, stamps for various services, etc. 

Stamp collecting had, up to that time, frequently been the object of ridicule 
under the derogatory name of "timbromanie" (stamp craze). In the November 
issue of the same publication, that is just a1bout 100 years ago, we find an im
portant article by Georges Herpin, in which he proposes the term "philatelie." 
A complete translation of this interesting article follows: 

"BAPTISM 
Is it not strange that in the six or seven years we have been engaged 

in the study and research of postage stamps, no one has as yet thought 
of giving a name to this attractive occupation, which brings happiness to 
some and profit to others? It is impossible to regard the word timbro
manie as an acceptable designation. This is merely a somewhat damaging 
term, which certain people, believing to cr eate a word, use with a sarcastic 
intention, while appearing otherwise quite innocent. It is only for want 
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of something better that it has been used up to now. It is time, however, 
to !ban it ignominiously from our vocabulary. Furthermore, lecturers and 
writers in this field, we should make an effort to forget this detestable 
expression and to even doubt its existence. However, even if we admit 
the enemy is dead and no longer to be feared, it is important that we find 
a successor having nothing in common therewith, and which should even 
have as many good qualities as the former had faults. But where do we 
find such a rare bird? With everyone free to form his own opinion ot> 
this weighty question, and since fortune favors the courageous, we shall 
here venture to formulate our own opinion. 

We all know that most new words have as their roots ancient words, 
without doubt becaure of the affinity that one extreme bas for the other. 
Since the new words thus borrow their elements from Latin and Greek, we 
shall attempt such an incursion into one of these languages. We already 
hear hundred voices of the critique cry out to us:: Deliver us from the 
Greeks and the Romans! We confront these empty clamors bravely, and 
we pursue our career, as· Mr. Baour-Lormian would say, and we say to our
selves, that since numismatics has taken its name from the Latin numisma 
(medal) and sphragistics (study of seals) from the Greek sphragizo (I 
seal), we could also, in view of its richness, do a little borrowing from 
this generous language and propose, for (stamp) lovers, the word Philat
elie, as expressing the idea which the detestalble term stigmatized above 
tried to ridicule. 

Philatelie is formed from two Greek words: philos (friend, lover) an1 
ateles (speaking of an object-free, free from all charge or tax, franked), 
noun ateleia. Philatelie should therefore signify: Love of the study of 
everything concerning franking. 

NO<W, since the word has been let loose and the new...born has seen the 
light of day, in order to increase its chances of happiness and prosperity, 
we immediately beseech our young and charming lady lecturers· to be it-; 
godmothers. What? , one would s:ay, you speak Greek to young girls? 
That's choosing a strange way to please them and to ask for their patron
age. This method may not be as ba'.! as you think. Who knows whether 
the strangeness itself of the request would not be its best recommendation. 
Moreover, to whom should a new thing, a new word, look for help and 
protection, if not to the youth that loves new things above all, and to 
whose generosity the weak rarely appeal in vain. Moreover, on behalf 
of the Greek, we are not exhibiting any of the foolish vanities of Vadiu5 
from our Moliere. It is thus without t emerity, ibut also without embarrass
ment, that we solicit the approval of the better half of the human ra(!e, 
certain that if we obtain this approval, we shall also have the approval of 
the other half. 

Finally, we are not imposing anything. Only, since the barrier has 
now been raised, we look forward to, and even SJOiicit, communications 
touching upon this question, and we declare ourselves in advance as being 
ready to support the advice of a highly inspired Philatele (philatelist)." 

He did not have to wait long. In the next issue of the same publication, wa 
find a French collector, writing from London, that he considers "philatelie" s 
gentle word, but does it sufficiently define the work of the stamp collector? 
He propos·es instead the word "typologie," signifying the study or research of 
stamps. He adds, however: "Be that as it may, the critique will decide, and 
we are ready to be philateles (philatelists) in London, if they do not want :.o 
be typologues (typologists) in Paris." 

(to be continued) 
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New and Recent Issues 
DENMARK 
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On November 12th, 19£4, a new postage stamp was issued, the value 25 
ore and the color was brown. It was Dansk Fredning (Danish Preservation of 
Natural Amenities· and Ancient Monuments-Landscape. The artist Mads 
Stage, engraving !by Czeslaw Slania. 

GREENLAND 

On November 2·6th 1'964, a new postage stamp was issued, the value 3fi 
ore, the color red. The design by Viggo Bang. Engraving by Czes1law Slania. 

FINLAND 

On September 15th, H1t64, a new reply paid postcard with the value of 
Op5+0,25 mk was issued. This card is provided with printed stamps of 0,25 
mk. It is primarily meant for the foreign traffic and shows therefore the 
official text also in French. These postcards are printed in violet. 

SWEDEN 
On October 12th, 19'64, issued 3 new postage stamps. 30 ore Gustaf VI 
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Adolph, color violet, 3 sided perforation, 45 ore Gustaf Adolph VI, color orange 
in coils. 95 ore Rock Carving, color violet, in coils. 

NOTE 

You are probably going to miss the illustration of the Scandinavian nerw 
issues this quarter, as- the photos we ha·1c been getting from Scandinavia are 
getting progressively worse. The lasrt batch w-0uldn't reproduce decently in 
the Posth-0rn at all, so y-0ur editor from ~ow on will be using the real s.tamns 
for reproduction. 

NEW MEMBERS 
1025 Gerald Engstrom, 56'1 Upper Mountain Ave., Upper Montclair, N. J. 
1026 Sidney L. Jaffee, ·608 Martense Ave., Teaneck, N. J. 076&6 
HJZ7 Philip 0. Chillingworth, 113 Hemlock Drive, Syosset, L. I., N. Y. 11791 
1028 John R. Day, 8 Stonethrorw Road, Wilmington 3, Del. 
1029 Arnold E. Knuds1on, 2~26 S. 148th, Seattle, Wash. 98168 
1030 Walter J. Larson, '533·2 Ravensworth Rd., Springfield, Va. 22150 
HY31 Joe F. Frye, 3995 Midland Ave., Memphis, Tenn. 
1-032 William W. Flemming, 1001 Washington Ave., Cinnaminson , N. J. 
1033 Gerald Fink, 14415 Sierra Dr., Petaluma, Calif. 
10314 John Dasher, 5959 N. Oconto, Chicago 31, Ill. 
1035 Paul Lebitsch, 52 Pilgrim Drive, Clifton, N. J . 07013 
1036 Harold W. Raimert, 19 Highwood Drive, Dumont, N. J . 07~8 
HJ37 Raymond Leth, 456 James St., New Milfo:r~d, N. J. 07646 
1038 H. Walter S:haw, 5'8 Elston Road, Upper Montclair, N. Y. 07-043 

CHANGE OF !ADDRESS 
337 Dr. H. H. Peterson, 5'29 Pinewoods Circle, Elmira, N. Y. 14905 
862 William C. Norby, 337 Blackstone Ave., La Grange, Ill. 

1006 R. L. DeBus, 1114 N. W. 12th Ave., Rochest er, Minn. 
6-02 Ja'c'k Billington, 717 Trombley, Grosse Pointe Park 30, Mich. 
146 Paul H. JQhans•en, 417 Cherokee Road, Charlotte 7, N. C. 
9173 Wm. H. Littlewood, •&22 0 Rockhurst Road, Bethesda, Maryland 
382 E . E. Magee, 2132 Calvert, Lincoln, Neth. 685-02 
773 E. Kjelling, 8 East 6·9th St., New York City, N. Y. 
653 T. J . Hellstein, 1500 S. Johnson Ferry Rd. N. E., Atlanta, Ga. 30319 
120 Lawrence D. Steefel, Route 1, Box 1712, Apache Junction, Arizona. 
~21 S/ Sgt. David H. Ludden, Box 2258, APO San Francisco, Cal. %323 
995 Henry Kuipers, T. Sumpel 27, Den Ham (Ov) Holland 

L-14(719) William A. Dunnett, Box 22'&4, Pomona, Calif. 
708 W. H. Dickinson, 71'1 N. Beech Ave., Wichita, Kansas £7206 
924 Per H-0ueland, 17 Bat tery P I., New York, N. Y. 10004 

RESIGNATIONS 
685 R. B. Sanderson, "Onishere" Heol-Y -Bayn, Rhiwibna, Wales, England· 
t883 Frank Cannon, 105131 Cowan Heights Dr., Santa Ana, Calif. 42705 
001 Erik Arctander, &10 Elm Ave. Apt. 4, Long Beach 12, Calif. 
593 Henry 0. Nouss, Box 219, Boca Raton, Fla. 33432 
689 A. L. Michael, 392 Strand, London, W. C. 2. England 
908 Hans Elmgren, Box 117, Willowdale, Ont., Canada 
139 Erwin C. Nielsen, W56 N. 40th St., Milwaukee 8, Wis. 
8:52 Einar I. Applequist, 1092'1 Windsor Dr., Sun City, Ariz. 
611 Arne J. Hansen, Dronningensgt 5'9, Kristiansand S. Norway 

DECEASED 
3•o2 John Hoffland, Cambridge, Mass•. - Oct. 24, 1964 
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WE WANT TO BUY: 

Old Scandinavian Stamps 
Mint or used or on cover. Top prices paid in US $. 

Approval deliveries regulated within 48 hours by airmail. 

We deal mainly with the stamps of Scandinavian countries 

and will be pleased to have your wantlists . 

. :J is now published. It is THE specialized catalogue 

~ncu for collections of the Northern countries. Postpaid 

,.. $2!10 or $2.00 + 9 int. reply coupons. 

FRIMARKSHUSET AB, Master Samuelsg. 3, 
STOOKHOLM C, Sweden 

AFA Europe Catalog 1965 
Paperbound $7.00, 

Clothbound $8.00 postpaid 

AFA Scandinavian Catalog 1965 
$1.05 postpaid 

Populaer Filateli 
Rich illustrated monthly stamp magazine in Danish with supple

ments to the AFA catalogs. Subscription 1964 $2.00, 19&5 $2.20. 

In stamps we have all the European countries with 

the Scandinavian countries as a specialty. 

Aarhus Frimaerkehandel 
Bruunsgade 33, Aarhus, Denmark 
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SCANDINAVIA 
EXCLUSIVELY 

Denmal'k, Norway, Sweden, Finland, 
Iceland, D. W. Indies, Greenland, 

Schleswig 
Mint - Used - On Cover 

Want lists filled. 
SCANDINAVIAN 

PWLATELIC LITERATURE 

Modern Scandinavian coins in stock. 

Philatelies Scandinavia £ 
3405 W. 50th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44102 

The POSTHORN 

WE HANDLE 

SCANDINAVIA 
EXCLUSIVELY 

WANT LISTrS FILLED 

STAMPMOBILE 
10316 Pueblo #5 Napa, Calif. 

"\Vhen you buy see Si 
When you sell see him as well 

World Wide Postage Philatelic Supplies 
S.C.C. S.P.A. 

Seifert's Stamp Studio 
19338 Melrose, Southfield, Mich. 

Dr Earl G. Jacobson wants Norway Booklets before 1941 
231 S. Lombard, Oak Park, Illinois 

FRIMAERKESAMtEREN 
The Danish Stomp Collector 

Fogblod for Filoteli 
Editor: Frederiksberg Stamp Society, Denmark 

Expedition: Erik Schultz, Lindevang 15, Brondby Strand, Denmairk. 
If you like to contact Danish stamp collectors and dealers, please 
try a subscripti-On or an advertisement in the largest and most ac
tual Danish magazine FRIMAERESAMEREN. Annual subscription 
for the rest of 1964 and 1965 U. S. dollars 3.00 or equivalent. 

10 numbers a year. Advertising rat es 1/16 page $3.00. 

WANTED 
REVENUES-TAX PAIDS-REVENUE STAMPED PAPER 

OF THE U. S. POSSESSIONS 
Spanish and DANI.SH issues as well as during and since U. S. Ad
ministration. Philippines, Puerto Rico, U. S. VIRGIN ISLANDS, 
Mexico U. S. A. Vera Cruz, Hawaii, Alaska, F.ree of Tax cigarette 
labels , Literature on Ent ire World's Revenues. 

ROBERT H. SHELLHAMER 
2364 Crestview Road Pittsburgh, Penna. #152'1·6, U. S. A. 

THE POSTHORN 
Editor: Ralph E. Danielson, 19 Harrison Street, Oak Park, Illinois 

Assistant Editors: Dr. Earl G. Jacobsen, Roger Swanson, F. A. Brofos 
All material and communications concerning The Posthorn should 

be sent to the editor, address above 



COM·PEX 1965 

Chica~o. May 28, 29, 30 

OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK 

Scandinavian Collectors Club, Chicago Chapter 

Please enter the following exhibit (subject to the regulations of the show) . 

I will need ------ frames. (A frame is 24x36 inches, holds 6 pages.) 

Price for 1 frame is --- ---- - - ---- ------ - ------------ $8.00 

2 frames 

3 frames 

4 frames 

$r5.00 

$6.00 

$7.00 

Add cost of im:urance and return postage 
Signature and address of exhibitor. 

Total - --- --------

Valuation of exhibit 

Single stamps with a valuation of over $200.00 must be listed separately. 

Send exhibit to 
Exhibition Chairman S. C. C. 
c/o Stamp Auction Service 

22 W. Monroe Street, Chicago 3, Illinois 

Entry closing date April 30th 1965. Exhibits must reach us by May 18t~. 

Please Print or Type 




